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Abstract: Children are more motivated and stimulated in the foreign language classroom when 
authentic materials (rhymes, songs, realia) are used. Authentic materials increase the children’s 
level of involvement and concentration. Exposing students to such language forms will enable 
them to cope with genuine interaction, whether it is inside or outside the classroom. There is an 
important reason is that rhymes make up a powerful means of teaching English at primary ages. 
With help of rhymes the lexical aspect of communication is formed. Rhymes make it possible for 
students to learn appropriate set of words, which later might be constructed into simple sentences. 
Rhymes are useful to enlarge the vocabulary background of children, to develop pupils’ listening 
and speaking skills. Also they show many aspects of the culture of each society as they occur in all 
phases of our life, from birth to death. Since they play an important role in the process of learning 
and using our mother tongue, they are also quite important in the learning of foreign language, 
and especially for young learners. Along this article, we aim to describe the importance of using 
rhymes in the teaching of English as a foreign language at a primary level.
Keywords: Rhymes, teaching foreign languages, poets, primary level, contribution, classrooms, 
listening and speaking skills.

inTroduCTion

A nursery rhyme can be defined as a short poem or song for children, usually 
composed by an anonymous poet; these verses are “highly rhythmic, tightly rhymed, 
and popular with small children” [1, p.171]. Considered traditional poems for young 
children in Britain, their usage in North America the older “Mother Goose Rhymes” 
are still often used in primary classrooms. Betsy Hearne emphasizes the appeal of 
these rhymes and notes that “Nursery Rhymes are only a step away from song in 
their changing cadence and compressed story elements”. Whereas lullabies are 
considered sleep songs, nursery rhymes are waking songs; they are engaging verses 
for an adult to sing to or chant with children. Many of these anonymous verses, with 
their rich oral tradition, have traveled from generation to generation and one can 
often find the echoes of these poems in collections by later poets [2, p. 1138]. One 
of the goals of silly verses known as nursery rhymes is to entertain young children 
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and soothe babies. It is believed that the earliest nursery rhymes were created before 
the 1600s. For Kazakh people the first rhymes belong to the oral tradition; they 
were passed on by word of mouth from generation to generation.

Many nursery rhymes, however, were not originally created for children. 
Instead, some came from parts of adult songs, while others originated from the 
catchy calls of street peddlers. Some even originated from old religious traditions. 
Over time, nursery rhymes became part of the English teaching methodology; 
they are recited during the English lesson. In the beginning of the 1700s, a few 
of the rhymes were published in England as A Little Book for Little Children; it 
contained a number of nursery rhymes that are still recognized today, for example, 
“Baa, Baa, Black Sheep”:

Baa, baa, black sheep, Have you any wool?
Yes, sir, yes, sir, Three bags full.
One for the master, and one for the dame,
And one for the little boy who lives down the lane [4].

This traditional nursery rhyme is thought to date from feudal times, when 
peasants and vassals paid shares of their products to the powerful landlords and 
their family who owned the lands of England. Other nursery rhymes are thought to 
have a rich historical background and “hidden” messages. Consider the following 
verse; it is thought to refer to the Black Death, or the Plague, which killed about 
twenty-five percent of the population of England in the fourteenth century: “Ring 
around the roses”, “Pocket full of posies”, “Ashes, ashes”, “We all fall down”. The 
ring around the roses refers to the rash of an infected person; the pocket full of 
posies refers to the alleged protection flowers offered against polluted air, which was 
believed to spread the sickness; and the ashes and falling down refer to the sudden 
dramatic death of plague-stricken people whose bodies were piled up and burned [5, 
p. 171]. During 1765-1780, John Newbery published a collection of rhymes called 
“Mother Goose’s Melody” in England. It witnessed an instant success and copies 
were soon being sold throughout England and in America. Although writing new 
nursery rhymes is not common, today the old ones continue to be recited repeatedly 
by children and teachers around the world. Nursery rhymes take no consistent form. 
Some are short, with four or fewer lines. Others are long and contain many verses. 
Most nursery rhymes are musical, with a strong sense of rhyme and rhythm. These 
characteristics make nursery rhymes easy and delightful to remember [3, p.12]. 
Some nursery rhymes follow the scheme of using couplets – the last words of the 
first two lines rhyme; the last words of the last two lines rhyme – or the use of “a 
a b b” rhyme structure. This type of rhyme scheme is presented in the following 
example:

Little bird of paradise,
She works her work both neat and nice;
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She pleases God, she pleases man,
Does the work that no man can [4].

Along with the amusingrhyme this sort of poetry has a strong sense of rhythm. 
The rhythm of nursery rhymes is often like the beat of drums. This beat keeps the 
poem active and moving forward. As with most verse, the combination of stressed 
and unstressed syllables of a nursery rhyme determines the rhythm. According 
to Bodden the nursery rhymes usually do not follow a specific rhythm [3, p. 15]. 
Reading them aloud can help one to identify its rhythm. In fact, since nursery 
rhymes were originally passed along orally, they usually meant to be heard rather 
than simply seen on a page. The rhythm in many nursery rhymes invites listeners to 
react immediately. They may, for example, clap their hands or jump up and down 
to the music of lines such as these:

Jack and Jill went up the hill
To fetch a pail of water.
Jack fell down and broke his crown,
And Jill came tumbling after[4].

Nursery rhymes tend to have a compact structure. The setting in nursery rhymes 
is established very quickly and the plot of the story is disclosed immediately without 
limited but clear details. Characters are easily identified. In ten short lines one can 
hear the entire story of the nursery rhyme. Humor is another great appeal of nursery 
rhymes. Hyperbole, the use of exaggeration to highlight the effect, is common 
in these rhymes. Children as well as adults appreciate ridiculous, exaggerated 
situations:

Hey, diddle, diddle!
The cat and the fiddle.
The cow jumped over the moon;
The little dog laughed
To see such sport,
And the dish ran away with the spoon[4].

Exaggeration along with rhyme, repetition, and humor are combined to create 
attractive topics, events and characters for young children [6, p. 160]. Another 
quality that makes nursery rhymes attractive is the witty and whimsical characters 
that appear in these rhymes. The humorous aspect appeals to the children as well 
as to the adults who share the verses with them [7, p. 169]. For example, listeners 
or readers may wonder why skinny Jack Spratt could not eat any fat while his very 
large wife could eat no lean or why would an old woman live in a shoe, with a 
number of children to boot? Does anyone besides Gregory Griggs need twenty-
seven different wigs?
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Gregory Griggs, Gregory Griggs,
Had twenty-seven different wigs.
He wore them up, he wore them down,
To please the people of the town;
He wore them east, he wore them west,
But he never could tell which he loved best[4].

Nursery rhymes are written about different subjects from people and animals to 
weather and superstitions. These rhymes cover a wide area of emotions including 
joy, sadness, fear, and love. No matter how serious their subject matter, most nursery 
rhymes are light hearted [3, p. 16]. While some nursery rhymes tell tales about real 
people, others focus on made-up or fictitious ones. Some nonsense rhymes consist 
of made up words “diddle, diddle” and contain preposterous situations such as a 
cow jumping over the moon.

main ParT

Nursery rhymes and songs create a situation inside the classroom that is similar 
to the outside world in which children can reflect what they have been learning to 
bridge the gap between what takes place inside the classroom and what they actually 
need outside the classroom. In addition, rhymes and songs are considered as an 
appropriate strategy for children to master core vocabulary and solve the problems 
of misconception, misunderstanding and forgetting as well as motivating all the 
children to participate actively in and out the classroom. Perhaps, using nursery 
rhymes and songs may create the best teaching-learning situation that incorporates 
fun variables to help children learn and acquire core vocabulary. Nursery rhymes 
and songs are full of core vocabulary, which we use in everyday activities in real 
situations.

It is believed that young learners respond positively to nursery rhymes and 
songs as an effective strategy that facilitates language learning for core vocabulary. 
Teaching core vocabulary through rhymes and songs will help the children to master 
the language sound system and practice a proper pronunciation. Moreover, using 
rhymes and songs in teaching core vocabulary motivates the children to participate 
actively to develop their language communication and language skills. In addition 
to that, rhymes and songs are considered as an appropriate strategy for children to 
master core vocabulary and solve the problems of misconception, misunderstanding 
and forgetting.

Perhaps, using nursery rhymes and songs may create the best teaching-learning 
situation that incorporates fun variables to help children learn and acquire core 
vocabulary. Nursery rhymes and songs are full of core vocabulary, which we 
use in everyday activities in real situations. Therefore, the study will explore 
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the extent of success in teaching core vocabulary in the earlier grades to prepare 
Kazakh-speaking children to acquire basic English vocabulary, which they need 
for communication.

Poetry is an element of each human society. It shows many aspects of its culture 
- the relationship to the past and the ancestors, the faith, the fun and the anxieties 
of people, the hopes and the view of the future. Poetry has immanent power, for 
example, it gives people energyor it can change people’s mood. It might occur in 
all phases of one’s life from birth to death. Therefore, it plays an important role 
in the process of learning and using the mother tongue. Poetry is also an essential 
part of foreign language learning for young learners [7, p. 100].

All children are delighted to use rhymes and songs. Besides, many different 
educators have continuously written about benefits of rhymes in the teaching of 
a foreign language [8, P. 41-42]. These benefits can just be summarized under 
two main factors or headings: linguistic factors and affective factors. Among the 
linguistic factors, rhymes and songs are useful to enlarge the vocabulary background 
of children, to develop pupils’ listening and speaking skills, and to introduce and 
familiarize children with the foreign language culture, to improve the children’s 
pronunciation, to teach different language functions, and develop auditory 
discrimination. Among the affective factors, rhymes and songs favour children to 
add fun to learning, to motivate them to participate, to help teachers get closer to 
their children, to stimulate children’s interest in the foreign language, and to create 
a lively atmosphere in the language classroom. Besides these factors, the use of 
rhymes and songs provides both students and teachers with many other benefits, 
which smooth the classroom atmosphere and learning environment.

Rhyming allows the children to be actively involved in their learning from a 
very young age. We can practice common language topics such as numbers, colours, 
animals or food and explore a range of emotions and situations that are the part of 
the child’s everyday life. Rhymes are linked to calendar events, such as festivals or 
holidays may also give the children insights into their own and other cultures. The 
physical benefits of singing should not either be underestimated. Rhyming not only 
has positive effects on breathing and voice control but it exercises all the muscles 
of the head and neck. As rhymes are often combined with action and movement, 
they can also help with developing coordination.

As we see the role of using rhymes in teaching English as a foreign language 
in primary schools is enormous. Naturally, children really enjoy learning and have 
fun doing rhythmic activities while reciting rhymes. However, there is a deeper 
psychological, cultural and linguistic aspect: a familiar way of language acquisition. 
Children, especially Kazakh children, grow up with rhymes and develop their first 
language by them. Apart from being the most important spoken language, rhymes 
are the first experienced parts of communication in the children’s mother tongue. 
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Therefore, rhymes give them an intimate feeling, a special connection with their 
human environment and influence the acquisition of their first language in an 
important way. Analogous to the development of the mother tongue, the following 
points also support foreign language acquisition:music, rhythm and rhymes produce 
a positive live feeling; they motivate to learn and to be active; children do not 
understand all words but do not feel inhibited; rhythm supports vocabulary and 
structure learning. There is no gap between the language used in lessons and in 
real-life situations. Each understanding and each reacting are progresses in language 
learning. Rhymes stimulate the hemispherical interaction. Busy with rhymes the 
left hemisphere (vocabulary, structure of the language) and the right hemisphere 
(rhythm, feelings, mimic, gesture, sense-motoric) work together and make learning 
more effective. Therefore, it is small wonder how quickly students are at learning 
rhymes. Rhymes are connected with other learning and living areas like sport, 
literature, music and art.

Pupils’ motivation to learn largely depends on the teaching methods and the 
teacher’s personality. If the teacher skillfully uses rhymes, the pupils usually are 
highly motivated. Rhymes are relaxing, they vary the lesson’s progress, they provide 
fun and action and encourage harmony within oneself and within a group[9, p. 8]. 
So the pupils are learning with fun and more effectively than without rhymes. Even 
shy or slow learning children are given encouragement by speaking in choir and so 
they feel able to speak in a foreign language.

Rhymes present a lot of linguistic material in a natural linguistic context. Words 
in rhymes are meaningful to the learner, which influence the acquisition in a positive 
way. In general, they use simple conversational language with a lot of repetition [9, 
p. 7]. Therefore, songs and rhymes stick in the learner’s mind and the words and 
expressions used are memorized more easily. Besides, songs and rhymes provide 
many possibilities for constant repetition and revising as important mechanisms of 
the language acquisition. Poems, rhymes, chants and songs could be used to give 
a feeling for the rhythm of the spoken language. Many well-known rhymes make 
use of the iambic pentameter, the natural rhythm of the English language [9, p. 9]. 
Practicing intonation through reciting rhymes and poems is mostly funny and very 
effective.

Poems are important elements of each culture. Learning the authentic material 
pupils get to know parts of a foreign culture. It satisfies children’s natural curiosity 
about everything new. Being familiar with rhymes in a foreign language pupils feel 
closer to the foreign culture and its language. If the pupils hear the similar rhymes, 
they are astonished at the parallels between their own culture and the foreign one. 
So the foreign cultures are not alarming and frightening but interesting and worth 
being discovered. It is an important contribution to the development of tolerance 
and open-mindedness.
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“Nursery rhymes” is really a generic term. It covers a variety of poems for kids 
– the lullabies, counting games, riddles and rhymed fables that introduce us to the 
rhythmic, mnemonic, allegorical uses of language in songs sung to us by our mothers 
and other elders. Here is an annotated list of some of the types of nursery rhymes, 
with examples. The very first poems that reach our human ears are often lullabies, 
the soft, repetitive, calming songs parents sing to soothe their babies to sleep. Two 
classical examples are “Rock-a-bye Baby” (1805) and “Hush, Little Baby,” also 
known as “The Mockingbird Song” (American traditional of 18th century).

Rock-a-bye baby, on the treetop,
When the wind blows, the cradle will rock,
When the bough breaks, the cradle will fall,
And down will come baby, cradle and all [4].

Clapping songs - some nursery rhymes are actually songs, meant to be 
accompanied by hand-clapping between parent and child that marks out the rhythm 
of the poem. The original of these is, of course, “Pat-a-cake, Pat-a-cake, and Baker’s 
Man”. Finger and toe games - some nursery rhymes are accompanied by a tactile 
sequence of motions, making a game with the baby’s toes as in “This Little Piggy” 
(1760) or teaching finger dexterity to a toddler as in “The Itsy Bitsy Spider” (1910). 
Counting songs - these nursery rhymes teach children how to count by using rhymes 
as the mnemonics for the names of the numbers – like “One, Two, Buckle My Shoe” 
and the song “This Old Man”. Riddles - many traditional nursery rhymes come 
from old riddles, describing their answer in puns and metaphors – as, for instance, 
“Humpty Dumpty” (1810), whose subject is, of course, an egg.

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men
Could not put Humpty together again [10, p.213].

Fables - like riddles, fables deal in puns and metaphors, but instead of describing 
a subject meant to be guessed by the hearer, fables are narratives, telling stories that 
often teach a moral (like Aesop’s original fables) or use animals to represent people. 
Even a rhyme as brief as “The Itsy Bitsy Spider” (1910) might be considered a 
fable teaching the virtue of perseverance. There are many different types of rhymes 
and songs, which can be used for Primary Education. Quoting the classification 
offered by Reilly and Ward we can distinguish the following types of rhymes 
and songs, which are commonly used in the foreign language classroom: rhymes 
and songs about character sketches: they develop a sense of rhythm (Little Miss 
Muffet). Rhymes and songs about scenes or incidents: they support the acquisition 
of gesture meaning and the use of non-verbal expressions (Jack and Jill); rhymes 
riddles: they introduce the sounds and rhythms of English (Humpty Dumpty); rhymes 
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and songs that use colour words: they develop the children’s sense-motor abilities 
(The Colour Song). Rhymes and songs that use telling the time: these songs train 
the children’s concentration; rhymes and songs that use days of the week: they 
also help develop the children’s concentration (Solomon Grundy). Rhymes and 
songs that use months of the year: they help children develop their memory and 
concentration; rhymes and songs that mention holidays: these songs are suitable for 
deepening the special vocabulary and for celebrating these occasions in the school 
(Rudolph the red-noised reindeer). Rhymes and songs that use the alphabet: they 
are useful to train the sounds of the English alphabet (ABC Song); rhymes and songs 
that discuss about the weather: these songs support the acquisition of vocabulary 
according to a special topic. Rhymes and songs that use numbers: these songs 
support the learning of numbers and are often connected with the use of fingers 
(Ten Little Indians) [11, p. 23].

findings

It is necessary to establish criteria for choosing rhymes to be used in teaching 
English, taking into account their content, the accompanying illustrations and the 
language used. Within these three categories, the rhymes should be scrutinized from 
a moral, linguistic and psycho-pedagogical point of view. Apart from carefully 
inspecting the representation of power relations and the characters in the story line 
of the rhymes to be used in a language classroom, the content of the rhymes needs 
also to be examined from the point of view of its relevance to the children’s world; 
in terms of how well it corresponds to children’s interests. Is it age appropriate, 
whether it provides material for encouragement of discussion and exploration of 
values, as well as the means for overcoming a variety of problems children may 
encounter in their daily lives.

Relevance is the case that ‘children’s literature features themes and content that 
are relevant to young learners and addresses their concerns, fears and aspirations 
and thus can provide a motivating and engaging medium for instruction[12, p. 52]. 
However, while doing research on poetry preferences of children in the fourth, fifth 
and sixth grades of primary school, Terry (1974) found that teachers’ selection of 
poetry was often in discrepancy with the pupils’ preferences [13, p. 53]. Because 
of this, it is important not to limit children’s repertoire of texts to only the teacher’s 
choice and to build upon the out-of-school interests of the children themselves [14, 
p. 28]. Mc. Clure (2003) makes a recommendation to teachers to begin expanding 
their poetry selections, moving beyond what they think children should like; to 
choosing poetry they think children would like [15, p. 78].

Age is a significant factor that needs to be taken into account when deciding 
on children’s interests, as well. Fisher and Natarella examined poetry preferences 
of first, second and third graders, and found that they preferred traditional over 
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modern poetry [16, P. 106-109]. However, nuances in their development should be 
paid attention to as well, and one should not use the rhymes that are either above or 
below the developmental stage of the children. For example, the following rhyme 
would be rather unsuitable for use with young learners, while it would perfectly fit 
the world experience and schemata of most very young learners:

Round and round the garden
Like a teddy bear;
One-step, two step,
Tickle you under there [10, p. 215].

On the other hand, very young learners, being in the pre-operational stage 
characterized by egocentrism in Piagetian sense of the word, the inability to 
distinguish one’s own view from the viewpoints of others [17, p. 317], would have 
a hard time understanding the main point of the following rhyme:

A wise old owl lived in an oak;
The more he saw the less he spoke;
The less he spoke the more he heard.
Why can’t we all be like that wise old bird [10, p. 403].

Nevertheless, the same rhyme can successfully serve as encouragement of 
discussion on the topic of importance of actively listening to others with a group 
of older learners who need to learn about different ways of solving conflicts, for 
example. In order for nursery rhymes to be relevant to young learners, understanding 
the meaning of the text and applying it to their own lives and experiences is the 
key aspect [14, p. 13]. English language lessons offer a fair amount of freedom 
to teachers in terms of the opportunity to include topics not covered in assigned 
textbooks. Therefore, they possess great potential for teaching children how 
to overcome and resolve some of the problems they come across in their daily 
experiences, especially those connected with school social life. Thus, for example, 
the notorious topic of bullying can be approached by choosing adequate rhymes for 
further development in class. What needs to be taken into consideration is that the 
choice should be made based on the way the topic is presented, preferably containing 
the problem declaration, followed by a potential solution as in this example dealing 
with human characters:

Jack and Gye
Went out in the rye,
And they found a little boy with one black eye.
Come, says Jack, let’s knock him on the head.
No, says Gye, let’s buy him some bread;
You buy one loaf and I’ll buy two,
And we’ll bring him up as other folk do [10, p. 265].
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This rhyme gives three perspectives: the bully’s (Jack), the victim’s (the 
little boy) and the witness’s (Gye), and offers a valuable lesson about the role of 
bystanders in the prevention of bullying. Similarly, rhymes can function as a prompt 
for the discussion about the attitude towards animal abuse:

Ding, dong, bell,
Pussy is in the well.
Who put her in?
Little Johnny Green.
Who pulled her out?
Little Tommy Stout.
What a naughty boy was that,
To try to drown poor pussy cat,
Who never did him any harm,
And killed the mice in his father’s barn [10, p. 174]

When choosing rhymes to use in a young learner classroom, teachers should 
pay attention to how well they lend themselves to the exploration of different values 
through their content. Power relations, for example, are a frequent issue in all of 
literature, and they play their role within the realm of nurseryrhymes as well. Thus, 
for example, if a society has racist tendencies, its nursery rhymes might also contain 
them, in an effort to produce new, well-conformed members of that society[18, p. 
431]. Therefore rhymes such as “Ten little nigger boys” or “Ten little Injuns” [10, P. 
386-387], which depict a steady elimination of members of groups viewed as “Other” 
would not be a positive choice for a language classroom, although linguistically, 
they represent a good example of counting activities. Furthermore, as one of the 
most prominent relationships in a child’s world is adult-child relationships, care 
should be taken over what aspects of this relationship are presented as a desirable 
model, especially if the caregivers’ goal is to raise competent and self-confident 
children that will grow into adults who are not submissive and can stand up for 
themselves and others in the world. Thus, the content of the rhyme that follows, 
which originated from the advice given to servants in days long past [18, P. 96-98], 
would stand in stark contrast to the above stated educational goal:

Come when you’re called,
Do as you’re bid,
Shut the door after you,
Never be chid[10, p. 159].

Therefore, standards for success promoted by the rhymes should be observed, 
paying special attention to avoiding any implication of their complying with 
stereotypes of any kind. This can be exemplified by the following rhyme, which 
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stigmatizes boys for openly expressing disturbing emotions through crying, an 
activity stereo typically associated with the feminine domain:

When Jacky’s a good boy,
He shall have cakes and custard,
But when he does nothing but cry,
He shall have nothing but mustard [10, p. 283].

The use of rhymes that reinforce gender-related stereotypes should be re-
examined, and those that emphasize the negative side of femininity for girls 
(fragility, timidity, obsession with appearance and with domesticity), and the 
negative side of masculinity for boys (aggression, insensitivity, rudeness, and a 
refusal to be helpful) [11, p.33], should either be avoided or used as a stimulus for 
discussion. Thus, the following rhyme, ifused at all, ought to be accompanied by 
activities whose aim is to prevent the stereotypes from persisting:

What are little boys made of?
What are little boys made of?
Frogs and snails
And puppy-dogs’ tails,
That’s what little boys are made of.
What are little girls made of?
What are little girls made of?
Sugar and spice
And all that’s nice,
That’s what little girls are made of [10, P. 116-117].

In addition, teachers should exercise avoidance of subconsciously favoring one 
gender over the other by carefully planning, which rhymes are to be used throughout 
a course and balancing the number of characters of both genders that are presented 
in both a positive and negative light.

ConClusion

It goes without saying that rhymes promote the acquisition of the foreign language. 
To conclude we present the following recommendations for the teachers of foreign 
languages at school. Accompanying illustrations represent an important part of 
children’s experience of a rhyme, especially when it is in a foreign language, as 
pictures support understanding and can serve the purpose of scaffolding. Therefore, 
because of the huge potential of learning by looking [19, p. 79], criteria for illustration 
use should also be set, concerning the representation of characters, both human and 
animal ones, the settings and activities they engage in, and synchronization of 
illustrations with the text.
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In addition to content considerations, gender representations should be paid 
attention to in illustrations as well, and teachers should avoid presenting children 
only with images that comply with stereotypical views of each gender. Gender 
bias can be conveyed through choice of stereotypical clothing and hairstyles for 
the characters, which does not reflect a wide range of practices that contemporary 
children exercise today. In addition, body language and facial expressions should 
have an equal distribution across genders. Thus, both female and male characters 
ought sometimes to be presented sporting a body posture that signals self-confidence 
and assertiveness, or a lack of it, for example, and also, both male and female 
characters should be depicted expressing a wide range of emotions on their face, 
regardless of what is stereo typically considered appropriate for each gender. Taking 
into account the limiting effects of the growing segregation in today’s children’s 
world based on the pink-blue dichotomy, illustrations accompanying the rhymes 
used in class should not serve the purpose of reinforcing this stereotype, but instead 
present both genders in connection with a variety of colors [20, p. 69].

Color use is also a significant factor in presenting characters of different races 
and ethnicity. Wherever the text of the rhyme does not limit the representation, 
illustrations should feature a diverse set of characters, regardless of whether or not 
children in a given country do or do not have the opportunity to actually meet the 
representatives of the races or nations concerned [21, p. 432], as such a practice 
would broaden their views and help develop tolerance towards those groups within 
their immediate surroundings that differ from themselves. It goes without saying 
that any stereotypical or negative representations should be avoided here as well. 
The same is true for images of old or disabled people, or those that belong to a 
lower socio-economic class, since some popular rhymes, often reprinted in modern 
collections, do feature characters that belong to these groups. Therefore, if these 
criteria are observed, the illustrations that accompany the rhymes can serve as a 
tool for developing a solid base for tolerance in the classroom, which is especially 
important in environments with special needs students.

Nursery rhymes frequently feature animal characters, and can therefore be a 
useful asset when teaching children animal-related words, contextualizing new 
vocabulary in a fresh way and providing children with new possibilities of applying 
the acquired knowledge. Research has shown that ‘children’s learning from picture 
books is facilitated by realistic illustrations and should be used more frequently in 
teaching, at least during the beginning stages of instruction.
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